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As the professional manufacture, we would like to provide you high quality Zhongyuan® Pu Color
Paste. We exported our products to more than 30 countries with strong technical support, good
quality and services.

PU Color Paste Summary:

As a professional high quality Zhongyuan® Pu Color Paste manufacture, you can rest assured to
buy Pu Color Paste from our factory and we will offer you the best after-sale service and timely
delivery.

Colors designed to provide an effective way to tint a broad range of PU products, Organic pigments
make the paste bright in colour, Compatible with various applications.

We pursue the administration tenet of "Quality is top-quality, Company is supreme, Track record is
first", and will sincerely create and share success with all purchasers for OEM Customized China
Solvent-Based Quality PU Polyurethane Pigment Paste Manufactory, We goal at Ongoing system
innovation, management innovation, elite innovation and sector innovation, give full play for the
overall advantages, and constantly make improvements to support excellent. OEM Customized
China Pigment Paste, Solvent-Based Pigment Paste, Excellent quality comes from our adherence to
every detail, and customer satisfaction comes from our sincere dedication. Relying on advanced
technology and industry reputation of good cooperation, we try our best to offer more quality
merchandise and services to our customers, and all of us are willing to strengthen exchanges with
domestic and foreign customers and sincere cooperation, to build a better future.

We have many excellent staff members good at marketing, QC, and dealing with kinds of
troublesome problem in the production process for Price Sheet for China Pu Color Paste, We
warmly welcome customers from everywhere in the earth for just about any kind of cooperation with

Pu Color Paste

Welcome to buy Zhongyuan® Pu Color Paste from us.
Every request from customers is being replied within
24 hours.
Colors designed to provide an effective way to tint a
broad range of PU products, Organic pigments make
the paste bright in colour, Compatible with various
applications.
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us to create a mutual benefit upcoming. We have been devoting ourselves wholeheartedly to supply
consumers the very best service.
Price Sheet for China Pigment Paste, Pu Color Paste, Although continuous opportunity, we have
now now developed serious a friendly relationship with many oversea merchants, such as ones
through Virginia. We securely assume that the merchandise regarding t shirt printer machine is often
good through a great number of having its good quality and also cost.

PU Color Paste Detail

Colors give customers a good visual effect，also can mask stains, yellowing, surface damage,
consumers associate color with value

Hydraulic lapping equipment produces the optimal particle size for color strength and pigment
efficiency.

the uniform particle size for Low Viscosity paste for automatic machines at a very low dosage.

The finished product use high color powder ratio, which can reduce customer cost.

PU Color Paste Applications :Industrial

Flexible foam

Rigid foam

Semi foam

Cast, Adhesive…

PU Color Paste Usage&Packing:

Usage: Add into polyol and full mixing

Packing: 35/200 Kg


